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Time-Critical Data Dissemination under Flash Crowd Traffic

Chi-Jen Wu ID , Member, IEEE and Jan-Ming Ho, Senior Member, IEEE
How to rapidly disseminate a large-sized file to many recipients in flash crowd arrival patterns is a fundamental

challenge in many applications, such as distributing multimedia content. To tackle this challenge, we present
the Bee , which is a time-critical peer-to-peer data dissemination system aiming at minimizing the maximum
dissemination time for all peers to obtain the complete file in flash crowd arrival patterns. Bee is a decentralized
system that organizes peers into a randomized mesh-based overlay, and each peer only works with local knowledge.
We introduce the slowest peer first strategy to boost the speed of dissemination and present a topology adaptation
algorithm that adapts the number of connections based on upload bandwidth capacity of a peer. Bee is designed to
support network heterogeneity and deals with the flash crowd arrival pattern without sacrificing the dissemination
speed. We also show the lower bound analysis of the data dissemination problem, and present the experimental
results to demonstrate that the performance of Bee can roughly approximate the lower bound of the data
dissemination problem under flash crowd traffic.

Index Terms—peer-to-peer, content distribution, flash crowd

I. INTRODUCTION

HOW to rapidly distribute a large file in flash crowd
arrival patterns [1] has become more and more

attractive in the networking research community and mo-
bile cloud computing applications, such as the emerging
techniques for mobile content caching [2] and fast de-
livery [3] or updating the software patches of Massively
Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) [4] and operating
systems [5]. Suppose that a large file is initially held by a
single server, we have to disseminate it to other n peers,
and it is the dissemination problem we defined: how to
minimize the maximum dissemination time for all peers
to obtain the complete file, especially in heterogeneous
and dynamic networks? Furthermore, when a popular
content is released, the peer arrival rate results in a flash
crowd [1] as shown in fig 1. It should increase the difficulty
of system design and significantly impact on the system
performance.

Under flash crowd traffic, several characteristics make
it not easy to design a scalable system that organizes re-
sources, such as computing power and network bandwidth,
for disseminating content to a large number of clients,
including: 1) Scalability: the number of participating
nodes must be in the thousands or even more. 2) Churn:
the behavior of participating users is characterized by the
dynamics with which the peers join, leave, and rejoin the
system at an arbitrary time, making it difficult to maintain
an overlay network among a large number of participators.
3) Heterogeneity: the resources, such as bandwidth,
computing power of participating peers are heterogeneous,
which make it difficult to make a schedule in polynomial
time. 4) Network dynamic: routers, links in the Internet
and the peers may fail, incurring more communication cost
and longer transmission time to deliver content. Thus, it
is not easy to maintain a large-scale data dissemination
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Fig. 1: An example of a flash crowd arrival pattern.

system that minimizes the maximum dissemination time
under flash crowd traffic.

A famous peer-to-peer (P2P) content delivery protocol
is the BitTorrent [6], which is one of the pioneers of
content dissemination. However, BitTorrent is designed
to minimize the dissemination time of each peer ego-
istically. On the other hand, previous studies, including
Slurpie [7], Bullet [8], M2M-ALM [9] and ReCREW [10],
O-Torrent [11], [12] and [13], have proposed to construct
and maintain an overlay network of multiple trees, rings,
or a random mesh to deliver content from a single server.
In the design of these P2P protocols, content are usually
divided into m parts of equal size, each being called a
block. A peer may download any one of these blocks
either from the server or from a peer who has downloaded
that block. Besides, many researchers, including [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], have studied the performance of these
P2P protocols, and have shown that the P2P protocol
is both efficient and scalable, even it lacks a centralized
coordination and scheduling mechanisms. Nevertheless,
these previous studies related to content dissemination do
not force on minimizing the maximum dissemination time
for all requesting peers under flash crowd traffic.

In this paper, we investigate the data dissemination
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problem that arises as an attractive application in the cur-
rent Internet, such as content caching in [19], fast content
delivery among mobile edge nodes [20], updating software
patches or distributing multimedia content, especially in a
flash crowd scenario. More specifically, we investigate and
address the following two questions:

i) what is the lower bound of the data dissemination
problem?

ii) how to design a distributed system that can achieve
or approach to the lower bound of the data dissemination
problem under flash crowd traffic?

We begin by giving a formal definition of the data
dissemination problem. We then derive the lower bound
of the ideal dissemination time both in homogeneous and
heterogeneous networks.

Then we present Bee, a time-critical P2P data dissemi-
nation protocol to address the data dissemination problem
under flash crowd traffic. Bee is designed from a best-effort
service concept, to increase the system throughput and
peer concurrency. Based on the best-effort service concept,
a peer allocates uploading bandwidth for all its neighbors
and attempts to serve all of them. Peers in Bee begin by
self-organizing into a random overlay mesh and download
blocks from their neighbors as soon as possible.

We present the slowest peer first strategy and the
topology adaptation algorithm to maximize the speed of
content dissemination. Based on the slowest peer first
strategy, a peer transmits blocks to the higher priority
neighbors that have the fewest number of downloaded
blocks. The topology adaptation algorithm is for a peer to
adapt the number of connections to neighbors based on its
uploading capacity. Our experimental results demonstrate
that the maximum dissemination time of the Bee can
approximately approach the lower bound of the data
dissemination problem. To the best of our knowledge, this
work is the first that studies the effects of P2P protocols
with respect to minimizing maximum data dissemination
time under flash crowd traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we first define the data dissemination problem.
Section III describes an overview and design details of the
Bee system. We give a detailed analysis of Bee in Sec-
tion IV. Section V explains our simulation methodology
and presents the performance results of the simulation
study. In Section VI, we discuss related work. Section VII
concludes this paper with a summary of the main research
results of this study.

II. Data Dissemination Problem
In this section, we formally define the data dissemina-

tion problem and show the lower bound of this problem.
Let us consider the problem of disseminating a file F

to a set of n peers, N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We assume that a
peer leaves the system once completely receiving the file.
Let S be the server (we called it seed in the rest of this
paper) that has the file F in the beginning, and let Size(F )
denote the size of file F in bytes. Each peer i ∈ N in this
system has its upload capacity Ui and download capacity

Di. Ui and Di respectively represent the upper bound of
the upload and download bandwidth for peer i. We also
assume that Ui ≤ Di, to model the Internet technologies.
Let ti(F ) denote the time it takes for peer i to download
the complete file F . Note that ti(F ) denotes the time
interval starting at the time peer i sends its request to the
server and ending at the time it receives the entire file F .
Before formally defining the data dissemination problem,
we define the following two performance metrics first.

Definition 1 (Average Dissemination Time, ADT(F)).

ADT (F ) =
1

|N |
∑
i∈N

ti(F ).

Definition 2 (Maximum Dissemination Time, MDT(F)).

MDT (F ) = max{ti(F )}, i ∈ N .

Assume that the server S and all n peers exist in the
system from time t = 0, then MDT (F ) is the time it takes
for all peers to finish receiving the complete file F . Now
we define the data dissemination problem as follows.

Definition 3 (Data Dissemination Problem). Given a
server S and n peers in the system, and each peer i has
the upload capacity Ui and download capacity Di, where
i = {1, 2, . . . , n}, the data dissemination problem is to find
a transmission mechanism M to minimize the MDT (F ).
According to the Definition 2, the data dissemination
problem can be treated as a min-max problem as follows.

min{max{ti(F )}}. (1)

Note that the data dissemination problem is somewhat
different from the broadcast network problem [21] where a
node is required to broadcast a message to all other nodes
as fast as possible. In the broadcast network problem, a
node can either transmit a message to or receive a message
from other nodes, but not both. Many researchers have
studied the broadcast network problem in homogeneous
networks for more than 40 years [21]. The broadcast
network problem becomes NP-hard [22] in heterogeneous
networks, and Deshpande et al. [23] proposed two cen-
tralized heuristics for the broadcast network problem in
heterogeneous networks. In the data dissemination prob-
lem, however, a node can transmit and receive messages
simultaneously. Goetzmann et al. [24] show that the data
dissemination problem becomes NP-hard for equal upload
and download capacities per peer. Thus, it also is more
difficult to analyze algorithmic complexity of the data
dissemination problem in heterogeneous networks.

A. Ideal Dissemination Time (Lower Bound)
In this section, we focus on studying the lower bound

of the data dissemination time, denoted as the ideal
dissemination time in homogeneous or heterogeneous
networks. We assume that peers are highly cooperative
and altruistic. So that each peer is willing to forward
data to other peers as fast as possible (best-effort service
concept) and to benefit other peers than itself.
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Let’s denote the actual amount of data uploaded by peer
i as fi, where fi ≤ Ui × ti(F ) and the peer i receives
in return as ri, where ri ≤ Di × ti(F ). Without loss
of generality, we may assume that the total amount of
download data must be equal to the total amount of
upload data for the seed S and all peers. Hence, we have
the following equation,

fs +

n∑
i=1

fi =

n∑
i=1

ri. (2)

Since we are interested in estimating the lower bound
of the data dissemination time, we assume that upload
capacity of each peer i is to be fully utilized, i.e., we have
fi = Ui × ti(F ). Besides, the total amount of download
bandwidth must be equal to n×Size(F ), because all peers
have the entire file F at the end. Then, we can extend the
Eq. 2 as follows to deal with the ideal dissemination time
for the general case,

Us × ts(F ) +

n∑
i=1

Ui × ti(F ) = n× Size(F ). (3)

Here, we have a min-max problem with its objective
function in Eq. 1 subject to the constraints given by Eq. 3.
Since the constraint is a linear equation, a hyperplane in
(n + 1)-dimension, we show that an optimal solution for
the constrained optimization problem can be obtained if
and only if when all ti are the same, i.e.,

ts(F ) = t1(F ) = t2(F ) = · · · = tn(F ). (4)

Lemma 1. Given a file F to a set of n peers, N =
{1, 2, . . . , n} and a seed S, the ideal dissemination time
can be obtained if and only if when all ti are the same.

Proof. We prove Lemma 1 by contradiction. We assumed
there is an optimal solution α and tαj (F ) < tαs (F ) =
tα1 (F ) = tα2 (F ) = · · · = tαn(F ), where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. So,

Us× tαs (F )+

n∑
i=1

Ui× tαi (F ) < Us× ts(F )+

n∑
i=1

Ui× ti(F ).

Eq. 3 implies that the assumption is a contradiction. Thus,
we have Lemma 1.

Applying Eq. 4 to Eq. 3, we then have a lower bound of
MDT (F ), denoted by T (F ), for file F , as follows.

T (F ) =
n× Size(F )

Us +
∑n

i=1 Ui
. (5)

Now, we are ready to show the following Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. Let T ∗(F ) denote the MDT (F ), of a feasible
schedule of the data dissemination problem for a given file
F . Then we have:

T ∗(F ) ≥ max
{
T (F ),

size(F )

Us
,
size(F )

min{Di}

}
, (6)

where the right-hand right of Eq. 6 is the lower bound
of the dissemination time in any algorithm for the data
dissemination problem.

Proof. Note that the lemma merely says that T ∗(F ) must
be greater than 1) the lower bound (the ideal dissemina-
tion time), the Eq. 5 we derived in the above; 2) the time
for the seed S to transmit the file F , the bottleneck is
in the uplink capacity of the seed S; 3) the time for the
slowest peer to download the file F , the bottleneck is in
the download capacity of the slowest peer.

This analysis indicates that if someone has to design
a time-critical data dissemination system to approach the
ideal dissemination time in a general network environment,
the two prerequisite concepts should be considered: 1) the
system should enforce the peers to leave the system
at almost the same time, and 2) the system should
always fully utilize the upload capacity of each peer.
Based on the two observations, we present our design of
the Bee protocol in the next Section III.

III. Bee Design
In this section, we present the Bee system to approach

the ideal dissemination time that we derived in Section II.
In the Bee, like other P2P content delivery systems [6],
the file is divided into many fix-sized blocks (256KB). The
proposed Bee consists of 3 parts: slowest peer first strat-
egy, local rarest first strategy and topology adaptation
algorithm. The slowest peer first strategy is used to control
and balance the dissemination process of all nodes. By
this strategy, nodes might have the same download process
and complete the download at almost the same time with
high probability. The local rarest first strategy can prevent
the last block problem and increase blocks availability.
The topology adaptation algorithm is used to dynamically
adjust different uplink capacities and make nodes fully
utilize the upload capacity with high probability.

At a high level overview, Bee organizes a random mesh
overlay among a set of participating peers. Suppose that
a large file is announced from a single seed S, then peers
require to download the content at the same time. Each
peer gets into contact with well-know register server and
retrieves a contact list of a uniform random subsets of all
peers. The size of contact list is a small constant, say 80.
The initial mechanism is the same as that used in other
P2P content delivery systems.

A. Slowest Peer First Strategy
We describe the slowest peer first strategy and the

procedure that each peer performs. Overall, a good peer
selection strategy would be one which neither requests a
peer to maintain a global knowledge, nor to communicate
with many peers, but the one which is able to find peers
having blocks the peer needs. In order to minimize the
MDT of the dissemination system, our focus is the devel-
opment of a distributed system, which each peer learns its
nearby peers’ statuses (with local knowledge) and selects
a suitable peer to upload blocks.

The design principle of the slowest peer first strategy
is to fully utilize all the upload capacity of peers in the
system. It implies that a peer can always find some peers to
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Fig. 2: An illustration of the slowest peer first strategy:
The shaded content within a peer represents the percent-
age of the file that a peer has downloaded.

upload blocks to utilize its upload capacity. Based on the
slowest peer first strategy, a peer i always picks the slowest
downloading peer among its contact list, where the slowest
downloading peer is the peer that has the least number of
blocks. Consequently, the peer i can always upload blocks
to the picked peer to utilize its upload capacity, because
there is a high probability that the peer i has some blocks
that the picked peer does not have. In this point of view,
the slowest peer first selection strategy makes our Bee
system to be able to maintain a high level of throughput
of peer’s upload capacity.

The operation of the slowest peer first strategy is effi-
cient and sustainable for fully utilizing the upload capacity
of each peer. Figure 2 illustrates the idea of the slowest
peer first strategy. After a peer joins, it periodically sends
the requesting block messages to the peers in the contact
list for downloading the blocks it lacks. When a peer starts
to upload blocks to other peers, it maintains a working
set, and the peer tries to utilize its upload capacity as
much as possible to upload blocks to the peers in its
working set. The working set is a set of peers selected from
the contact list over a period of time. The size of working
set is controlled by the topology adaptation algorithm that
we will discuss later. We present the pseudocode of the
slowest peer first algorithm in Algorithm 1 as follows.

Algorithm 1 Slowest Peer First Strategy
1: Begin
2: WorkingSet[]← Null
3: for j ← 0 to Sizeof(WorkingSet[]) do
4: Pick the slowest peer i ∈ Contact List
5: WorkingSet[j]← peer i
6: j ← j + 1
7: end for
8: return WorkingSet[]
9: End

The advantage of the slowest peer first strategy is to
enforce peers to download blocks at approximately the
same progress and the design can significantly diminish the

MDT of the system. The disadvantage is that the faster
peers will be delayed by the slower peers. However, if the
faster downloading peers leave the system early, the MDT
of the system will be prolonged undoubtedly, recalling the
Lemma 1 in Section II.

B. Block Selection Strategy
Bee employs the local rarest first strategy for choosing

new blocks to download from neighboring peers. The local
rarest first strategy is proposed in BitTorrent [6], and it
can prevent the last block problem and increase the file
availability in a BitTorrent system. The main advantage
of the local rarest first strategy is to overcome the last
block problem [25] by favoring rare blocks. This strategy
equalizes the file block distribution to minimize the risk
that some rare blocks are lost when peers owning them
fail or depart the system. Bharambe et al. [26] study the
local rarest first strategy by simulations and show that
this strategy can address the last block problem efficiently.
Another advantage of the local rarest first strategy is
to increase the probability that a peer is useful to its
neighboring peers because it owns the blocks that others
do not have. Thus the local rarest first strategy helps
diversify the range of blocks in the system.

C. Topology Adaptation Algorithm
The design of Bee explicitly takes into account the

capacity heterogeneity associated with each peer in P2P
networks. Bee leverages the topology adaptation algorithm
to dynamically adjust different uplink capacities. In gen-
eral, the available bandwidth estimation [27] is a non-
trivial problem, so it is hard to decide how many upload
connections a peer should have in a Bee system. However,
using a fixed number of upload connections will not per-
form well under a wide variety of peers’ uplink capacities.
Hence, Bee leverages a topology adaptation algorithm that
attempts to dynamically maintain the maximum number
of upload connections according to the upload capacity of
each peer.

We do not use the network bandwidth estimation tech-
niques [28] to determine the precise uplink capacity of
each peer. Instead, we assume that the user can config-
ure a coarse-grained bandwidth that provides an initial
maximum upload capacity Ui. In addition, we assume that
peers (including the seed S) have limited upload/download
bandwidth but the Internet backbone has infinite band-
width. This assumption is reasonable because the previous
study [29] shows that the Internet backbone indeed has
low utilization and the bottleneck almost happens at the
parts near the end hosts. Based on the assumptions, we
can develop the topology adaptation algorithm.

The topology adaptation algorithm is to set the upload
rate for each upload connection to the fixed value, a rate
r, for all peers and the seed S. Hence, if a peer i has
maximum upload capacity of Ui, it establishes k = ⌈Ui

r ⌉
connections, where r ≤ Ui, ∀ i ∈ N . Each peer establishes
k concurrent upload connections among its working set,
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and intuitively a peer can upload the blocks it holds to
other peers.

The basic idea behind this approach is that by serving
k different peers with an uploading rate r simultaneously,
the peer can fully utilize its upload capacity and thus
maximize its contribution to the system throughput. For
example, a peer with higher capacity might establish ten
or more connections than a peer with lower capacity. How-
ever, a smaller value of r might slow down the distribution
rate for blocks. The analysis of the upload rate r has been
demonstrated in our previous work [30].

IV. System Analysis
In this section, we describe the MDT (F ) in the Bee

can approach to the ideal dissemination time with a high
probability. We also present the analysis for the Bee in
terms of the scalability and efficiency. Here, we assume
that all peers join the system at the same time and
all the communications between peers are reliable. We
also assume that peers do not leave the system either
voluntarily or due to failures, and no transmission delay.

A. Scalability
The design of Bee is very scalable. A peer only needs to

maintain a random overlay mesh with a constant number
of connections, regardless of the size of the system. This
implies that each peer only connects to a few number of
peers, so the loading in each peer should be very slight.
The possible concern is the scalability of the register server
in Bee. The register server in Bee serves as the same role
as the tracker in BitTorrent or the rendezvous point in
some application overlay multicast systems [31], [32]. The
design of the register server can be distributed, the service
loading is distributed evenly to many servers. Therefore,
we believe that the register server should not be a critical
problem to limit the scalability of Bee.

B. Efficiency
We discuss why the MDT (F ) in the Bee can approach

to the lower bound with a high probability. We do not
provide a theoretical proof on the optimality of the Bee
due to the inherent difficulty of any heuristic-driven dis-
tributed systems, such as BitTorrent. To the best of our
knowledge, we are not aware of any theoretical results
to prove that a distributed system can achieve the lower
bound. In [33], Wu et al. show a centralized scheduling
algorithm to minimize the dissemination time with all
knowledge of system capacities. However, the centralized
solution only works in a static network environment and
it also does not consider the dynamic behaviors of peers
in real systems.

Before we analyze Bee system, we assume that the goal
of Bee is to disseminate a file F from a seed S to a number
of receivers under the constraints of size(F )

Us
≤ T (F ) and

size(F )
min{Di} ≤ T (F ), where T (F ) is defined in the Eq. 5.
When the two constraints hold, neither the seed S nor

TABLE I: The upload/download bandwidth distribution.

Network Type Downloadlink Uplink Fraction
Heterogeneous 1500kbps 384kbps 50%

3000kbps 1000kbps 50%
More heterogeneous 784kbps 128kbps 20%

1500kbps 384kbps 40%
3000kbps 1000kbps 25%
10000kbps 5000kbps 15%

the slowest peer does not become the bottleneck in the
system. In addition, we also assume that the blocks are
uniformly distributed among peers, which is caused by the
local rarest first strategy.

Recall the analysis in Section II, we introduced two de-
sign principles for a data dissemination system to achieve
the theoretical lower bound. The first one is that all peers
should leave the system at the same time as much as
possible, and each peer has to utilize its upload bandwidth
as much as possible. For the first principle, the slowest peer
strategy could force peers to progress at approximately
the same download speed. For the other, all peers may
fully contribute to the uploading capacity of whole system
based on the topology adaptation algorithm, thus each
peer can maintain its upload contribution to the system
throughput continuously.

At the beginning of the system, only the seed S has the
file, so it is impossible to fully utilize the upload bandwidth
of each peer. We define the period of time for the system
so that each peer has enough blocks to exchange as the
start-up time of the system. Assume that the size of
block is 256KB, the start-up time is at about 256KB

r ×
logn, where r is the upload rate and n is the number of
peers in the system. Our previous work [18] shows how
to find the optimal rate r in static networks. Moreover,
a peer only sends out a block when it already received a
request from a peer and it should not receive duplicated
blocks.

Now, we provide an example to explain the behaviors
in Bee. In homogeneous networks, the upload connections
k of each peer is equivalent, assume k = 5 (Ui

r = 5). If the
number of peers is n, the number of incoming connections
per peer should be 5 (5 = n×k

n ) in average, due to the
overlay mesh is constructed randomly. In heterogeneous
networks, each peer in Bee could have the same number
of incoming connections in average based the assumption.
It should be easy to expound that Bee system could
enforce most of peers at the same download progress
approximately and make most of peers leaving the system
at roughly the same time. Thus, with a high probability,
the MDT (F ) of a Bee system can approximately approach
to the ideal dissemination time both in homogeneous and
heterogeneous networks.
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(a) Comparison of Bee to BitTorrent for
MDT .

(b) Cumulative distribution of download peers
on Bee and BitTorrent with 2000 nodes.

(c) The average uploading link utilization
of peers, seed (6000Kbps), higher capacity
peers (1000Kbps) and lower capacity peers
(400Kbps).

Fig. 3: The comparisons of Bee to BitTorrent in the heterogeneous environment.

V. Performance Evaluation
We made a simulation to compare the dissemination

time in Bee with the lower bound of dissemination time
and the required time in BitTorrent [6]. We consider two
network scenarios, each representing a different degree of
heterogeneity in their upload/download capacity. Table I
presents the bandwidth distribution of each network con-
dition. The heterogeneous network has 2 types of peers.
A more heterogeneous condition with 4 types of peers is
considered, and this setting is the realistic peer bandwidth
distribution of Gnutella [34]. And the arrival pattern is
flash crowd, i.e., all peers join at the initial stage and leave
the system when they finish their downloading.

For the parameter r in Bee, we configure the up-
loading rate r = 25 in the all experiments based on
our previous results [30]. All the experiments were run
using an Intel Xeon E5560 CPU at 2.80 GHz with 512
GB of RAM. These source code of the simulations and
the experimental results can be accessed publicly at
https://github.com/cjwu/bee.

Unless otherwise specified, we use the following settings
in our experiments. We used a file size of 200MB with a
block size 256KB. The seed’s uplink capacity is 6000Kbps.
The number of contact list is 40 in both Bee and Bit-
Torrent, and the maximal number of concurrent upload
connections per peer is 5 in BitTorrent settings. Then the
number of initial seeds is only one in all of our experiments.
Finally, the endgame model [35] of BitTorrent is not
enabled because it only works for a small percentage of
the download time.

A. Heterogeneous Environment
We evaluate the performance of Bee and BitTorrent

in a heterogeneous network that consists of two types of
peers, one of which has a higher upload/download capacity
(3000/1000 Kbps) than the other (1500/384 Kbps). In this

scenario, the lower bound is 2333 seconds according to
Eq. 6 in the section II.

Fig. 3 shows the comparisons of Bee to BitTorrent in
heterogeneous environments. Here, we use a normalized
MDT metric which is the MDT dividing the lower bound.
Fig. 3(a) shows the normalized MDT metric for Bee and
BitTorrent. In Fig. 3(a), we present the scalability of
Bee by increasing the network size from 500 to 5000 in
experiments. The results demonstrate that Bee is almost
twice faster than BitTorrent in the MDT metric, and also
show that both Bee and BitTorrent are scalable systems.

We also show the cumulative distribution of the number
of complete peers in a network with 2000 peers in Fig. 3(b).
The result shows that a peer with higher capacity leaves
faster than the peer with lower capacity in BitTorrent.
After the higher capacity peers leave BitTorrent, the total
upload capacity of BitTorrent is decreased significantly,
and the lower capacity peers are required to stay in the
system longer to download the complete file. Thus, the
MDT of BitTorrent is also prolonged, it fits our analysis
in the section II.

Compared to BitTorrent, the MDT of Bee approaches
to the lower bound approximately due to the two design
principles we analyzed in the section IV. More clearly, the
normalized MDT of Bee is only 1.1. As we mentioned pre-
viously, any data dissemination system requires a start-
up time to let peers have enough blocks to exchange and
to utilize their uplink capacities. The results examine that
the start-up time of an efficient system could be short.

In addition, we show the average uploading link uti-
lization of peers, including the seed (6000 Kbps) and two
type of peers (1000 Kbps and 400 Kbps) in Fig. 3(c). The
result shows that the uplink utilization of each peer is
over 90% (96% in Bee) in average, which means that the
overall upload utilizations of the two systems are close to
fully utilized. However, in BitTorrent, a peer with higher
upload capacity should exchange blocks with another one

https://github.com/cjwu/bee
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(a) Comparison of Bee to BitTorrent for MDT (b) The average uploading link utilization of peers, seed
(6000Kbps), others indicate peer capacity

(c) Cumulative distribution of download peers on Bee
and BitTorrent with 2000 peers.

(d) Cumulative distribution of peers on Bee that each
peer can download a complete file before the lower
bound.

Fig. 4: The comparisons of Bee to BitTorrent in the more heterogeneous environment.

with similar upload capacity, because the Tit-For-Tat
(TFT) peer selection strategy [5] is likely to reward for
the one with similar upload capacity. As a result, the
overall uplink utilization of BitTorrent is efficient, but
the design philosophy of BitTorrent is exclusively due to
egoistic motivation, so the lower capacity peers need more
time to download the complete file.

B. More Heterogeneous Environment
In this section, we repeat the above experiments in a

more heterogeneous network with 4 types of peer capac-
ities, the detailed bandwidth distribution is presented in
Table I. This results examine the behaviors of Bee and
BitTorrent in a complex network environment and in a
real P2P network condition. In this simulation setting, the
lower bound is 2089 seconds, it can be derived from the
Eq. 6 ( size(F )

min{Di} = 1638400
784 ). Thus, the bottleneck of the

system is at the download link of the slowest peer.
First, we study the impacts of various network sizes

by scaling from 500 to 5000 peers. Fig. 4(a) shows the
normalized MDT metric of Bee and BitTorrent. This
result also shows that Bee is at least 2 times faster than
the BitTorrent in MDT metric. As a result, the bottleneck
of the system (the slowest peer) makes a significant impact

on the MDT metric. Without a doubt, the result shows
that both Bee and BitTorrent are scalable systems again,
even in a more heterogeneous network.

Next, we examine the uplink utilization of peers in
Bee and BitTorrent in the more heterogeneous network.
Fig. 4(b) shows the uplink utilization of peers in Bee and
BitTorrent. The results indicate that the uplink utilization
of the seed in Bee is over 90%, but only 50% in BitTorrent.
From our viewpoints, in BitTorrent, when the variance of
upload capacity increases, more peers with higher capacity
will leave the system early. So that the seed’s uplink
utilization may be limited, because the download capacity
of the lower capacity peers is too small to fully utilize
the uplink capacity of the seed. That might be the main
reason that the uplink utilization of the seed in BitTorrent
is only 50% in average, especially the upload connections
of the seed is fixed to 5 in original BitTorrent setting. As
a result, the uplink utilization of the seed decreases when
the variance of download capacity increases in BitTorrent.
However, the uplink utilization of seed in Bee can be fully
utilized regardless of the heterogeneity degree of uplink ca-
pacity, it benefits from the topology adaptation algorithm
of Bee. In Fig. 4(b), BitTorrent performs better than Bee
when the upload bandwidth is less than 1000 kbps. The
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Fig. 5: The comparison of Bee to BitTorrent in various
uplink capacities of the seed.

main reason is that the lower capacity nodes (< 1000 kbps)
in Bee need more time to find the nodes to contribute
their upload bandwidth to the system, especially in this
simulation settings.

We now investigate the MDT metric of Bee and BitTor-
rent in the complex network environment. In Fig. 4(c),
we show the cumulative distribution of the number of
complete peers in the complex network with 2000 peers.
Fig. 4(c) illustrates that 80% peers leave Bee system at
the T time (Recall that the Eq. 6) and the remained
20% peers prolong the MDT of Bee system. More clearly,
these 80% peers are higher capacity peer (download ca-
pacity), and the dissemination time of remained peers
(poor download capacity) is limited by their download
capacities. Note that in this simulation, the bottleneck of
the system is at the download link of the slowest peer.
Again, the result shows that when the higher capacity
peers leave system early, the upload capacity of overall
system decreases dramatically, and that results in a longer
maximum dissemination time in both Bee and BitTorrent.
However, BitTorrent needs more than 8 times to finish
downloading compared to the lower bound.

Next, we configure the download capacities of all peers
to make sure that the lower bound is not at the download
capacity of peers ( size(F )

min{Di} ) and repeat the simulation
again to examine the MDT metric of Bee and BitTorrent.
We only increase the download capacity of the slowest
peers from 784 Kbps to 1200 Kbps in this network. So
that the lower bound in this network is T after the
configurations are applied, here the ( size(F )

min{Di} = 1365.3)
is smaller than (T = 1374.9).

Fig. 4(d) shows the cumulative distribution of the num-
ber of complete peers with the configurations. In fig 4(d),
the top figure is the CDF with 784 Kbps (minimum
download capacity) and the bottom one is the CDF with
1200 Kbps. As shown as the results, we can observe
that the MDT in Bee can approximately approach the
lower bound T . The result implies that the performance
of Bee is efficient and BitTorrent might be the network
heterogeneity independent. The result also shows that the
dissemination time in Bee can approach the lower bound

Fig. 6: The comparison of Bee to BitTorrent in various
arrival rate.

approximately when the bottleneck is not at the download
capacity of all peers. However, increasing the download
capacity of all peers does not improve the MDT metric
of BitTorrent. The result also shows that it still is a long-
tail curve in the results of BitTorrent regardless of the
bottleneck is at the download capacities or not.

C. The Impact on Seed Capacity
We consider the effects of various seed capacities on the

performance of Bee and BitTorrent. The number of peers
at the initial stage is set to 2000. In Fig. 5, Bee obviously
outperforms BitTorrent in the performance index MDT .
However, when the uplink capacity of the seed drops to
1000 Kbps, the bottleneck of this system is at the uplink
capacity of the seed ( size(F )

Us
), so the MDT of Bee and

BitTorrent both result in poor performance. This result
implies that the efficiency of Bee is limited by the seed’s
capacity, but BitTorrent has little effect on the seed’s
capacity. All peers in BitTorrent have to stay in the system
until all blocks have been spread to the system, it improves
the MDT performance of BitTorrent. These results also
meet our system analysis in Section IV, a poor capacity
seed may make a dissemination system require more start-
up time to let peers have enough blocks to stabilize
exchanging process and inhibits development of spreading
blocks.

D. The Impact on Arrival Pattern
We evaluate the effects of various arrival rates for

Bee and BitTorrent in the more heterogeneous network
conditions (with 4 types of peer capacities). Fig. 6 shows
the normalized MDT performance comparisons of Bee
and BitTorrent in various arrival rates. In Fig. 6, we can
observe that when the arrival rate is low (0.1), a few peers
join the system and contribute upload capacity, so that the
overall upload capacity of the system is poor. And another
reason is that more peers may need to wait at a longer
start-up time to receive blocks and to exchange blocks.
So the peers in Bee or BitTorrent would require more time
to complete the download file. However, as peer arrival
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(a) The distribution of peer joining time. (b) Distribution of dissemination time.

(c) The uplink utilization of each Bee peer. (d) The uplink utilization of each BitTorrent peer.

Fig. 7: Performance of Bee and BitTorrent with arrival rate from Redhat 9 tracker log.

rate is increased, the upload capacity of the system also is
increased promptly, that result corresponds to the analysis
in Section IV. Based on the results, Bee outperforms better
performance than BitTorrent in MDT metrics regardless
of the arrival rate.

E. The Impact on Flash Crowd Traffic
We now evaluate Bee and BitTorrent in a realistic

flash crowd traffic. In this experiment, each peer joins
the system according to the tracker log of a Redhat 9
distribution torrent [36]. The capacity of each peer is
randomly assigned with one of 4 types of peer capacities,
and the upload bandwidth of the seed is set to 6000 Kbps.
Note that the lower bound in this case is size(F )

min{Di} = 2089
seconds.

All the results are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) illustrates
the distribution of peers arrival time, the tracker log
consists of over 12,000 peers arrival time, almost 80% of
which arrived before 2000 minute. When a new version
of Redhat IOS is released, the flash crowd phenomenon
occurs at the file release time, numerous users suddenly
request to download the file. The flash crowd traffic model
captures the most prominent flash crowd characteristics
observed in these traces.

First, we show the download completion time of each
peer for Bee and BitTorrent in Fig. 7(b). The result shows

that 83% peers in Bee finish their download before 2000
seconds. On the other hand, only 50% BitTorrent peers
can complete their download at 2000 seconds. Note that
the lower bound is at the poor download capacity peers
(the lower bound is inherently limited size(F )

min{Di} ). So these
poor peers need more download time to complete the file,
and the higher capacity peers (the lower bound is T ) can
receive the complete file and leave the system without
waiting these slow download peers. So at the 10,000 time
point, most of peers remained in the system (17%) are
poor download capacity peers, this is the same behavior
we found in Fig. 4(c). The result also shows that the
distribution of the MDT of BitTorrent still is a long-
tail curve by the same process in Fig. 4(c). Moreover,
compared to BitTorrent, Bee only needs 1/3 time to finish
the file dissemination in the more heterogeneous network.

Here, we demonstrate the uplink utilization of all peers
in Bee and BitTorrent in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d), respec-
tively. We can see that the uplink utilization of each peer
in Bee is fully utilized (94% in most of peers). And we see
that BitTorrent results most of the time in a very poor
uplink utilization. One reason for this should be the TFT
peer selection strategy of BitTorrent, it might pair a higher
uplink capacity peer with a lower download capacity peer,
and TFT strategy keeps to search the peer with better
upload contributions. During the peer searching process,
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the uplink capacity of the peer is at low utilization. Thus
the higher uplink capacity peers can not contribute their
full uplink bandwidth to the system continuously. The
main reason is that BitTorrent is inherently limited by
its design principles, which encourages fairness [37] in
peers, the TFT strategy makes all peers achieve fairness
in BitTorrent, considers to give and take equitably.

In summary, based on the simulation results, we show
that Bee has the ability to roughly approximate the lower
bound of a data dissemination system even in complex
network scenarios if and only if the lower bound of the
system is not at uplink capacity of the seed ( size(F )

Us
)

and the download capacity of the peers ( size(F )
min{Di} ). Bee

is suitable as a building block in a time-critical data
dissemination applications, which can be the virtual ma-
chine (VM) deployment in cloud computing platforms [38]
or distributing the urgent content in network security
events [39].

VI. Related Work
In recent years, there are tremendous interests in build-

ing content delivery systems [40] to distribute content,
which aims to deliver large-sized data to a large group
of nodes spread across a wide-area network. However,
how to design an efficient data dissemination system to
achieve the lower bound of data dissemination time has
not been discussed in the previous literatures, especially
under flash crowd traffic. In this section, we describe the
recent research works about flash crowd traffic and present
the related work on the peer-assisted content delivery
systems. In addition, there are some advanced coding
techniques [41], [42] for content delivery, the detailed
survey can be reached in the article [43].

A. Flash Crowd Traffic
A flash crowd is a large traffic surge to a particular

system. It is not an usual event but causes poor perfor-
mance at the system and results in a significant number of
unsatisfied users. When a flash crowd occurs, the sudden
arrival of numerous peers may starve the capacity of a
system, and degrade the quality of service. Thus, it is
important to understand the challenges for a data dissem-
ination system, and how flash crowds affect the efficiency
of data dissemination.

There is a large body of work on the modeling of P2P
data dissemination systems [44] but a few work focusing
on flash crowd [1], [45], [46]. In reality, flash crowds may
result the worst case performance of P2P data dissemi-
nation systems [1]. Zhang et al. [1] propose a model for
analyzing BitTorrent flashcrowds by studying millions of
swarms from BitTorrent trackers. They show BitTorrent
flashcrowds occur in very small fractions, but affect over
million users. Carbunaru et al. [45] formulate an analytical
model for flash crowds in homogeneous and heterogeneous
capacity networks and focused on performance scalability
of content distribution and server provisioning during flash
crowds. Chen et al. [46] provide a fluid model study on

the performance of P2P live streaming systems under
flash crowds, and denote that the worst-case peer startup
latency and system recovery time increase logarithmically
with the flash crowd size. A key difference is that we
analyze the impact of multiple classes of peers on het-
erogeneous networks to achieve the lower bound of the
maximum dissemination time during flash crowd.

B. Peer-assisted Content Delivery Systems
The peer-assisted content delivery systems have received

a lot of attention from Internet users and networking
researchers [47], [48], [49], [50]. Interested reader can refer
to Nasreen et al., [51] who present a detailed survey on
this topic. The main concept of the peer-assisted con-
tent delivery is inspired from the parallel-downloading
mechanism [52]. BitTorrent [6] is a popular content dis-
tribution system which is successful for its efficiency in
delivering a large file. There are two mechanisms used in
BitTorrent, namely, the TFT peer selection policy and
the local rarest first piece selection strategy. Slurpie [7]
focuses on reducing loading on servers and peer download
times. Slurpie uses an adaptive downloading mechanism
to improve peer’s performance according to its capacity,
and adopts a random back-off algorithm to control loading
on the server. Crew [53] is a gossip-based system for
data dissemination and it performs better dissemination
performance than BitTorrent in experiments, but how
close it approaches to the lower bound is still unknown.
Kumar et al. [54] demonstrate a set of expressions for
the minimum distribution time of a general heterogeneous
peer-assisted file distribution system. Ezovski et al. [55]
provide an analytical result of minimizing average finish
time by using the water-filling technique, in an upload-
constrained P2P network. The research results focused
on analyzing and minimizing the download time of a
single peer is presented in [56] and minimizing the average
download time of a system is presented in [57]. Zheng
et al. [58] formulate an optimization problem of content
distribution as an optimal set of distribution trees for
determining the rate of distribution on each tree under
bandwidth limitation networks.

VII. Conclusion
We define the data dissemination problem and examine

an analysis of the lower bound of the maximum dissem-
ination time for this problem under flash crowd traffic.
We present the design principles of Bee to capture the
two following notions: (i) all peers stay the system to
contribute their upload capacities (the slowest peer selec-
tion strategy), and (ii) all peers fully utilize their upload
capacities (the topology adaptation algorithm). Bee does
not require any scheduling knowledge, each peer makes
its own decision to download blocks based on the local
knowledge. We have conducted extensive simulations to
evaluate the MTD performance of Bee, and the results
offer evidence that the maximum dissemination time in
Bee can roughly approximate the lower bound when there
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are no bottleneck at the seed or at the download capacity
of the slowest peer, even under flash crowd traffic. In the
current Internet or the cloud computing platforms, Bee
can play a major role for addressing the time-critical data
dissemination applications in future development. It would
be interesting to examine the performance of Bee in the
current live streaming applications [59], especially in the
mobile internet [60]. We will implement and deploy the Bee
system in cloud computing platforms for investigating the
performance on the VM deployment in our future work.
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